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This issue includes the booking form for the annual dinner. It was delayed for precisely that

reason, but the delay meant that I either had effectively to  finalise it before departing to

the join Malc’s PSM expedition, or to delay publication still further to include some reports

from it. Self evidently I chose to delay it, but either way implied a hurried production, and

this edition’s quality  reflects that. In particular I have not had time to transcribe many trips

from the Upper Pitts Log Book. Reports from the PSM, too,  must wait for the next issue,

but it was obviously a huge success all round, with an impressive number of “Through

Trips” of the PSM and much other caving in the area. As many reports as possible, please,

as few trips seem to have been written-up in the log books which Malc provided.

 

I noted earlier that the club Web-site and Forum could not take the place of the Journal as

a comprehensive record and narrative of our members caving activities. I hesitate to

reiterate this, but recently most of the fuller trip narratives have been on the Forum. The

actual section reads: “ Trip Logbook Document all those great trips we all have to share

with other cavers.” Fine, but we cannot share them purely by recording them

electronically. I can extract and copy these entries for the Journal, up to a point. To a

couple of sticking points, actually. The first is that the entries have a date and time, but all

too often the date of the trip itself is omitted. The second is that these entries are posted

under a nom-de-plume, and I frequently have absolutely no idea who is writing them. I

cannot publish completely anonymous entries. Since you - the writers - obviously enjoy

recording your trips, there is no good reason to avoid giving them a wider distribution -

an entire club publication in fact. This is simplicity in itself. When you’ve typed them up

for the Forum, please copy and paste them into a Email to wessexeditor@streamcotts.

eclipse.co.uk, with the all important trip date. From here this looks like about 60 seconds

work for you, but it would save me many times that. At times, however, even the Forum

fails me. Of the spectacularly enjoyable and successful North Wales weekend, not one

single descriptive word was written..... only links to Video clips on “U Tube” sites! It is

notable that our newer members, whatever their ages, tend to write-up their trips with

considerable enthusiasm. At the other end of the spectrum, many of our longer established

members keep detailed personal caving log-books. I hope that the extractions in the Journal

reflect this diversity, and strike the right balance between light-hearted pleasure and more

serious and sober accounts. 

We are all in debt to the cave diving fraternity. For those who have never done Sherpa

work for the divers, it’s worth looking at the images of Andy and Mike in Malc’s new

article on Greece, just to get a minor idea of what is involved. No wonder they always

welcome offers of porterage assistance 

I have asked for your opinions once or twice, but it is apparent that “Feedback” is elusive.

I recently asked the committee, collectively and individually, what they would like to see

added or omitted. The response was zero. Exactly Zero. Rather more precisely, their

response was that as long as someone...... else........ was editing the Journal, they were

happy with it. I postulated “Letters to the Editor”. It might not have quite the cachet of

Readers Letters in the “Times”, but could be worthwhile. This brought up the subject of

censorship, libel and slander but it is of the nature of the job that I have to select and reject,

and so far nothing libelously contentious has crossed my desk - and no, please, this is not

a challenge!
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The Upper Pitts working weekend on 10 June saw the club busily occupied in various ways. It coincided with
a CDG training meet. The non-divers did a major redecoration of the sleeping areas. The sludged up kitchen
drain was cleared (and then inspection cover is now properly accessible), and much of the firewood was cut and
split. Brian, Phil and Ian organised and bore the brunt of the work, but many others helped. The weather was fine
for a celebratory BBQ in the evening, the nosh enriched by Phil’s amazing Elderflower Fritters.

Rope Drop Test Rig.  This has now been
completed (except for painting), by Keith Fielder,
Malcolm Foyle and Jonathan Williams, who
braved continuous rain to weld and bolt this
amazing contraption together.  It is now ready for
use, by trained members only (who will have
access to vital parts which are locked away.  With
a drop weight of 80kg, this is not a toy.

Lost Property.  It is incredible what is left at
Upper Pitts and not claimed.  We have a selection
of watches, cameras, knives and jewellery locked
away for safe keeping, not to mention clothing.  If
you think any of it may be yours, please describe
it to a Committee member before the AGM.
Remaining items will be auctioned.

Cricket Match.  The annual cricket match which
takes place between the Wessex and the BEC did
not take place this year.  Torrential rain caused a
postponement in June, and the uncertain forecast
for the alternative date meant that neither club
could field a side.  Better luck next year, maybe.

G.B. Key  A guest G.B. key with a red fob is
missing from under the stairs.  If anyone has
it,please return it asap, as a replacement will cost
us £30.

Car Park The Upper Pitts car park is due to be resurfaced on 13 October. This means absolutely no cars at all
will be able to park there for most, if no all, that weekend. 

WCC Rescue Practice  The 15 . September is earmarked for a Wessex cave rescue practice. Jude will publishth

the details on the Club notice board, and they will also be on the Web-Site.

Rhino Rift rigging Follwing the great P hanger episode, the left hand wall of Rhino Rife rigging has changed
somewhat. Rock quality had dictated that the replacement P hangers are above the original positions.  While this
makes it easier to get on, and off, the descent rope, it gives a rub a few feet down, at the lip. The intention is to
install a chain “Y” hang as soon as possible to cure this problem. 

The Great Boat Race The details are reproduced for the second time elsewhere in the journal, but a reminder
that the Boat Race is on 06 October, and that the closing date for tickets is 22 . September. Ali will be unablend

to sell tickets after this date because of needing to know catering numbers.  Ali appears to have confiscated one
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of Tommo’s “Alternative” 20 ladders to give you a once in a life-time, bargain, unrepeatable opportunity to
descend a wet Forty on a genuine wood-and-rope ladder. Masochists may also ascend it!

MRO Practice There was an MRO practice day on 23 . June. It was particularly well supported by Wessexrd

members, above and below ground.

Good-bye “Roger”  In its wisdom, the National Policing Agency is introducing 28 words or phrases, known
as ‘Airwavespeak’ to replace what they see as outdated terminology when using radios.  The well-known and
universally-understood ‘Roger’ is superceded by ‘acknowledged’ or ‘received’, while instead of ‘wilco’, ‘will
do’ will be used.  What effect this will have on MRO voice procedure remains to be seen.  

New Burrington Cave On Sunday, 19 . August a new hole was explored at Ellick Farm, at Burrington. Fullth

details elsewhere in this issue.

The Wessex like any family has its share of "ups" and "downs" (Jack and Jill), which we'll call for now
challenging moments. Solomon said "There is nothing new under the Sun" (Solomon and Sun), and this
statement probably has nothing to do at all with what I am about to write next, everyone giving meaning to words
said or written in slightly different ways. Well I had a go the other day trying to interpret some of the "writing
on the wall" (Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar or thereabouts), and came to a conclusion, not necessarily the right
one for some, but a conclusion non the less. I cannot remember what the conclusion was but that is unimportant
as I am sure it would have been a reasonable conclusion, the outcome will no doubt have given the club a small
but not insignificant boost. This boost is not that we've changed from using Izal to super soft Andrex but the
effects will hopefully feel the same. Now where was I, ah yes, I remember...................challenging moments. 

Who Snores?   Or  Greece Easter 2007.

Back in August 2006, after our successful trip in the south
of the Peloponnese with Speleo at ‘Peleta’ which no doubt
you have all read about and hopefully enjoyed, a plan was
hatched to return at Easter.

After numerous e-mails and a lot of debating about the
weather - yes even in Greece you have to take the weather
into account this early in the year – it was decided that the
area  I was interested in should be put on hold because it
would have been too wet to look at some of the more
vertical caves. 

Vasillis (the boss) decided that we would go back to the
Peloponnese instead, to an area which contained a spring
called Sintzi which you will recall we had a very brief look
at last August.

Sintzi is situated at an altitude of around 700m and is a
resurgence very much like you would encounter in France -
crystal clear and all of 50 metres from the road. Spot on for
a fat old git like me. The surrounding hills lift to nearly

Andy emerging. Photo: Pete Hahn
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2000 metres and are very impressive lumps of limestone. Speleo have done a limited amount of work in the area,
but not much for about the last 20 years. 

We now had a plan; all we had to do was get our act together in England and figure out how we were going to
get all our caving, diving and walking kit to Greece on a plane. 

After a bit of research we discovered that B.A. had added diving equipment to their list of baggage classed as
sports equipment.  This allowed us one extra 23 kg bag in the hold. (The good Lord really does look down on
cavers at times.)  Now we had a plan and the means to get all our toys to Greece.

We turned up at Heathrow on Good Friday
with all our baggage and trundled up to the
check-in at Terminal 1, where a nice girl
asked me if we had any luggage to check into
the hold.  Of course I said that we had a bit
and pointed towards the loaded trolleys. This
was the point at which we all expected to
have some grief, but to our complete surprise
the girl just checked in all the baggage with a
smile. Now we were really on the way.

After a pleasant flight, with Kevin securely
seated between Mike and myself so that he
didn’t get himself into any trouble, the plane
taxied over the motorway and parked up at
Athens airport. After the inevitable wait for
our luggage, when we all tried our best to put
Kev at ease, we picked up our bags, found
our way through customs and out into the
arrival hall. The familiar figure of Vassilis
was there waiting for us.  Oh yes, Kevin’s
girlfriend Eleni and her sister were also there.
I forgot to mention that Kev was spending the
first few days with Eleni and her family in
Athens. He had never met her family and was
rather nervous about it, but of course we had
been giving him all the encouragement in the
world all day and that had helped him no end.

The first job was to find our hire car. We
found the pick up point and loaded all our gear into the waiting mini bus and were whisked off to the office to
pick up what turned out to be a brand new VW something. We spent some time trying to find a bigger car which
we could upgrade to so that all our gear would fit in, but that was all they had.  In the end all the gear actually
fitted, so without Kev and with me riding in with Vassilis it worked.  First stop was the petrol station. Car filled
we were really on our way. We started off down the motor way towards the Peloponnese.  After a short while
there was a frantic flashing of lights from behind us. Yes you’ve guessed it Mike had broken the hire car. The
windows had stuck down and were refusing to budge.

After a bit of mucking about we decided the only course of action was to return to the hire company and try and
get another car. Guess what?  By the time we had driven back, the office had shut ooops.  Vassilis managed to
raise someone on the phone. After some time the guy realised that the windows really were bust and set about
finding us another car. The only one he could find was a Hyundai hatch-back of some sort.  With a bit of
constructive packing all the gear was stowed and we were off again. This time Mike managed to drive the car

Mike at entrance. Photo: Pete Hahn
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without breaking it and in no time we were pulling up outside the Greek equivalent of the ‘happy eater’ along
side the Corinth canal for a meal and we were nearly half way to our base.  Fed and watered we motored on up

in to the Peloponnese
and arrived at our
base, the village of
K a n d i l a  a r o u n d
11p.m.

On arriving at the
village we went to one
of the local tavernas
where we were met by
a member of the local
council and ushered to
a table.  A load of
food  and  dr ink
appeared. We were
introduced to several
more people and even
the dwarf was well
behaved and didn’t
frighten too many of
the local girls. After
we had had enough
food and drink we

were taken to the house where we were going to be staying.  It was an apartment above the local infant school
and consisted of a couple of bedrooms, a living room and a bathroom. Very comfortable.  So we unloaded all
our kit and settled in. Just for a change I got the short straw and had to bunk in with the dwarf.

The following morning we had the first look at our surroundings.  Kandila is a large village nestled between great
limestone hills of just under 2000 metres in height and I reckon about as far from the tourist trail as you can get.
All very rural, with farming and running livestock, mainly sheep and goats, as the main industry of the village.
Also there were a number of residents that had emigrated to the States made their money and moved back to the
tranquillity of the village.

There was no hanging about.  Vassilis was keen for us to get going so we sorted out all our diving kit, loaded
it into the car and set off for Sintzi about 5 km down the road.  At Sintzi we met up with two more of the team
Giorgos and Elena who had driven up from Athens that morning. Opposite the spring there is a picnic area with
tables and a shaded area. We all congregated around one of the tables where Vassilis got out the survey and
talked us through the underwater cave and where the exploration had got to. All very impressive - about 800
metres of surveyed passage with one circular dive of just under 600 metres. At the far point there were two shafts
that had recently been found, one had reach a depth of 96 metres the other was at 76 metres and looked like it
would join with the deeper one eventually.  All the junctions were lettered alphabetically on the survey as you
will understand later in this article.

After the briefing session we all sorted out our kit, shared out the bottles that Vassilis had managed to hire for
us and prepared for our first dive of the week. What was the dwarf doing?  You may well ask, knowing his
underwater prowess!  He reckoned that he was jet lagged and wanted to have an easy day. Later on that day
Vassilis had to return to Athens to collect some more gear.

Today was really a dive to familiarise ourselves with the siphon. I got the job of  laying a bit of stronger line
through the entrance and down to 6 metres depth for the Greek lads to clip their decompression bottles on to
when returning from deep dives down the shafts at the end.  After I had finished the bit of re-lining I had a

Garzenikos Cave Photo: Pete Hahn
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leisurely swim up to junction L at about 310 metres from base. Sintzi is one of the strangest underwater caves
that I have ever been in.  It is all rift oriented with no phreatic development at all in the upper level, a place
certainly on a par with any other cave I have dived on the continent and with excellent visibility. Vassilis, Mike,
Andy and Giorgos all had dives up to and around junction L. Elena was our surface control. On exiting it was
thought that all the lines were in need of some maintenance and general tidying up. We packed up and returned
to Kandila where we started the oh so boring job of filling all the cylinders and sorting all the gear ready for the
next day. Dinner was eaten in one of the local tavernas washed down with a few ‘Amstels’.  Unfortunately as
you all know the dwarf snores at the best of times but, after a few beers well, you ought to hear him. In fact you
probably could hear him on Mendip!  I even resorted to throwing his own boots at him but, he still kept making
that infernal noise.

Sunday arrived and
bleary eyed I faced the
world. Today Giorgos
was going to try out the
new ‘Warmbac’ side
mount harness. Mike
and Andy were going to
tidy the lines up from
the entrance to junction
L. Elena was again
surface control.  Pete
and I were going to
have a walk and do
some prospecting along
the flank of a hill east
of the spring where
Vassilis had heard of a
cave entrance. 

Giorgos side mounted
two 15 litre cylinders
on the harness and had
a long slow swim
around and he liked it
so much that was the
last we saw of it. The
first owner of one of
the new harnesses
outside Britain. Well
done that man. 

Mike and Andy had a
long dive tidying up the
line - making the
junctions easier to
cross, marking the
junctions with line
arrows and more
importantly the one job
that Vassilis wanted
done, getting the line at a more constant 6 metre depth. Again to make it safer returning from deep pushing dives
in the shafts. 

Mike bolting.    Photo: Pete Hahn
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While the others were having fun Pete and I were off looking for this cave entrance. The previous day when we
were driving along the road to the spring Vassilis had sort of waved out of the car window and told us about an
entrance that he had heard about up there!  Now how hard can it be to find a cave entrance?  Well, over the years,
many of you have now been to the Herault with us and you know how much fun you can have looking for
entrances down there. This hill was just a complete pain.  Just about everywhere was covered with that horrible
thick scrub, but all the bushes were about 3 metres high and no matter what you touched it pricked you.  Surprise,
surprise after the first 10 minutes I didn’t see Pete again for the next 2 hours.  Some may say that’s not a bad
thing. When we did eventually meet up we wandered around for about another hour and you’ve guessed it we
never found anything that resembled a cave entrance. In all fairness the only way we would have found it in that
sort of terrain would have been to fall down it. We decided to bail out and return to the others. We struggled back
though the spiky jungle and eventually got back to the road. By the time we returned to the spring all the others
had had good and successful dives. So again it was back to the house sort out gear and pump tanks.  When all
that was done we all got very adventurous and headed off in the car to see how far we could get up one of the
forestry tracks towards the top of the nearby hills.  You’ve guessed it - not very far. So it was off on shank’s pony
up the hill.  Mountain goat Thomas was soon a faint dot in the distance while the rest of us had a very social walk
for an hour or so up the hill, heading for the summit.  Then it started to rain and rain pretty hard.  We all took
cover under the nearest tree, but we could see Mike in the distance on the top ridge with absolutely no cover at
all.  It was now chucking it down big style (so much for sunny Greece).  Down we went after Mike had rejoined
us. Since we were all were only dressed in sweat shirts and sun glasses, we very soon we had water running out
of places that water shouldn’t have been. We were glad to get back to the house and soon we headed off to the
taverna for food and drink.  

Monday was Kevin day. He had given up the good life in Athens with Eleni and her family and was now coming
to play with us for the rest of the week. Vassilis also returned today so he picked up Kev on the way through.
Also today Costas and his wife Eva were arriving, as were Stephanos and Thomas - old friends of ours by now.
It was back to diving today.  I was again going to have a look at the cave and tidy up the line from junction ‘H’
to around the area of junction ‘S’.  From junction ‘H’ the passage dropped to about 25m depth and was a bit
smaller than the other arm of the cave, but still very good . Another very enjoyable dive. One strange thing was
noticed on this dive - there seemed to be little or no flow in this section of the cave.  Andy and his lad (Kev) were
going to look at the same area of the cave for Kev’s first dive.  When they returned Andy confirmed my
observations.  Mike went rooting around in some small side passages and managed to put a few metres of line
in here and there. One of the small passages that he looked at had water a couple of degrees warmer than the rest
of the cave. Vassilis was busy doing some survey work around the area of junction ‘J’ and Giorgos was sorting
out the line in the front part of the cave to try and keep it at a constant depth of about 6 metres to aid the divers
when they return from deep dives in the shaft. More pumping bottles!!!

That evening we all set off up the same hill as last night to look for a cave that the lads had heard of and had got
hold of the GPS grid for. This time we drove right up to the colbefore we had to start walking.  What a view from
that coll, absolutely spectacular. We set off around the flank of the hill following Stephanos, Georgia, Thomas
and Vassilis. After about half an hour we came across a drinking trough being fed by a small spring.  By now,
as usual on these sorts of hunting expeditions, we were spread out all over the side of the mountain looking for
this entrance.  Thomas who had the GPS point had sneakily not told anyone else, so while we were all tramping
over most of the mountain he was standing by the entrance. We eventually sussed this and duly arrived. Guess
what?  It started to rain again and it rained horizontally. This time we had our jackets, but it rained so hard we
got just as wet as yesterday.  We were trying to hide under a bush in the depression, but Stephanos, Thomas and
Kev found the best place - in the cave.

Oh well another day, another dive. Today Mike and Andy were off up the northern passage to just beyond
junction ’L’ to have a look along the floor of the huge rift just after Junction ‘L’ where the cave made a dramatic
right turn. Andy was going to do the light house bit while Mike had a look along the floor of the passage. All
went well and Mike had a good look around on the floor at about -20m  (remember that the line is up at -6 and
the roof is still a few metres above that and at about 5-6 metres wide, it is a fair sized passage.)  As Mike arrived
back he saw Andy frantically waving one of his regulators at him and realised that it had packed up.  Mike and
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Andy then had a rather swift 330m swim out.  Some crap had got under the exhaust diaphragm and yes you’ve
guessed it Mr Judd had not modified his valve so that he could sort it underwater (tut tut) but it’s done now!!
Vassilis was off surveying again in various parts of the Northern arm of the cave.  Giorgos was using the
Warmbac harness with 15l tanks to get used to the side mounted gear. Also today Giorgos’s’wife Elana dived
with Giogos to junctio ‘I’.  Kev and I were diving together today.  I was the designated adult. We set off up to
junction ‘H’ where we turned right and dropped down.  Kev was leading some what apprehensively - I don’t
think he liked the thought of me being so close behind him.  Anyway we had a good swim around to junction
‘S’ where Kev called the dive. We arrived back at the surface and I started calling him a poof for turning before
he had reach thirds.  He said ‘But Malc it was my longest cave dive - every day here is my longest dive’ so I let
him off that time.

After we had finished diving, cleared up all the gear and returned to the house it was still early. Vassilis
suggested that we went and had a look at a large sink called Nestani.  I jumped at this because I had heard about
this sink at the conference 18 months before.  Mike, Andy and I jumped in our hire car and we set off. Nestani
is about 40km from Kandila and is an open entrance about 15m wide and 4m high with a great big steel grill and
door over the entrance.  It is situated at the base of a small cliff and has a large stream flowing into it even at this
time of year. It has a huge flat plain in front of it and is ringed by large limestone hills.  All in all a very
spectacular place, but there is a proven distance between the sink and resurgence of some 26km.  We parked up,
put on our wellies and helmets and set off down the track to the entrance. Wading carefully up to the entrance
I managed to get in without getting wet feet and was quickly joined by Mike and Andy. Vassilis did not have any
wellies.  All the water disappeared down a small passage on the right (2m by 3m) just inside the entrance, again
with a grill over it. We followed a dry large 6-8m wide by 4-6m high passage down the 150 or so metres to the
sump. The place took huge amounts of water, the whole passage very obviously filled up in the winter. The sump
pool was something that I think none of us had ever seen before. It was covered in hundreds of plastic bottles
and other rubbish, again a testament of just how much water this place must take. After taking a few photos we
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left and headed back for dinner.

Meanwhile as all this fun was going on Mr Dwarf was up in them there hills with Georgia, Stephanos, Thomas,
Costas and some of the locals. Their plan was to return to the cave that we found last night explore and survey
it. Also a couple of the local men knew of another entrance that they were going to show to our party.  

At about 9p.m. Pete and the rest arrived back. Pete came staggering in to our room and collapsed on the bed.
‘What’s on boy’ I said. ‘I’m ------- knackered’ said he ‘been chasing bloody mountain goats around all day’. 

It turned out that they went back to the first cave; it went for about 150m in good sized passage and finished in
a stal blockage. This cave was called Garzenikos cave. After they had finished there, the locals took them to find
a second cave. It turned out to be a considerable distance away and at an altitude of around 1470m. It had a small
open entrance which dropped straight onto a pitch then a bit of horizontal passage and another pitch.  At the
bottom of the second pitch they found a complete animal skeleton which is believed to be a wolf. The cave was
exited still going at around 70m deep. This cave was called Arkoudogiannis cave. The dwarf slept well that
night, so did I because Kev had brought some ear plugs with him. 

Wednesday arrived. Pete, Thomas, Georgia, Costas and the newly arrived Zen were heading off up the mountain
again to try and push the cave a bit further and then survey their way out.  We were all taking the easy option and
heading off to Sintzi again. Mike was going to finish off the CDG qualification test with Giorgos and then do
some training with Kev. Vassilis was off surveying again. Juddy was going for a swim from junction ‘H’ around
towards ‘L’ and I was heading up to ‘N’ to have a look down the shaft a short way. We all set off on our own
little adventures. It was a nice sunny day so it took me a while to raise the necessary enthusiasm to get kitted up
and set off.  I plodded up the northern branch until I got to ‘L’ hung a right and started up towards ‘N’.  I was
quite happily minding my own business when I thought I saw a light down on the passage floor behind me.
‘Couldn’t be I’m on my own’. There it was again.  Now I’m getting really confused. I didn’t have that much to
drink last night. All of a sudden Juddy popped out of a side passage, scared the s---- out of me because I never
expected to see anybody. We exchanged a few funny diving signals that I never understand then he set off toward
‘L’ and I carried on towards ’N’. It really is quite a large passage in this part of the cave.  I reached ‘N’ and
started down, past the floor of the passage and into what I thought was going to be an almost vertical clear shaft
and what was I in?  I was picking my way down through boulders and large slabs of rock in only about 1/2 to
1 metre vis.  I got down to about -28m, the vis was getting no better and I had just put my hand on quite a large
slab of rock which decided to join me in my hole between the boulders. The whole thing seemed like a bad idea
so I retreated to the safety of that nice big rift passage. On surfacing I discovered that Juddy had poached my dive
(the git) and trashed the vis. See poofy finning is crap!!  Andy got down to -45m and had actually broken out into
a shaft proper.

After we had finished that evening Mike had this bright idea about walking up to the cave that Pete and the
others were in. Why do I always agree to do these silly things after quite a long swim?  We drove up to the col
in our trusty and now very dirty hire car and started to walk.  I very soon saw why Pete was whingeing the other
night -  it was very steep.  After half an hour I got the GPS grid off Mike and told him I’d see him at the hole,
which I eventually did in a sweaty heap. I’m very glad I didn’t have to go down this hole. I don’t think I would
have got in the entrance. It was pretty small. Mike and I hung around for a while before we decided to walk
around the ridge line in front of us on the way down and again take in the superb views. 

Pete and the team arrived back with the news that the cave was still continuing.  Zen had passed a narrow
passage and Pete could not get along to the head of another pitch so that was left undescended.  They thought
that the cave was at least 85 metres deep. That evening Giorgos and Elena had to return to Athens as did Thomas.

Today (Thursday) one of the locals was going to show us a cave entrance in a cliff that he knew of and from our
discussions with him it seemed as though we would need to climb into it properly by putting in a bolt route. For
some strange reason a few of the locals had taken a shine to Pete (no accounting for taste.)  Anyway this bloke
insisted that Pete travelled in his old truck with him to the cave entrance. We all piled into the other two cars and
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followed.  It did not take long for us to find out that we were not going to make it up the track in our cars.  We
all ended up piled in the back the Greek bloke’s pick up with all the gear, while Mr Hann lorded it in the front.
We arrived in front of the cliff and walked up to the start of the climb. It was obvious that the first 8 -10 metres
would have to be bolted; from there we could traverse along a ledge to the start of the last 5 metres of the climb
which consisted mainly of a large dry stone wall built around the entrance.

Seeing Mike now spends half his life on a climbing wall he was nominated climber extraordinaire.  A quick
explanation on how the bolts worked from me and we released the coiled spring and you should have seen him
go!  Seriously though any of you who have actually put up a bolt route will know just how much hard work it
is, even with the right kit. We had to improvise a bit because we only had a couple of ropes and a few krabs. Pete
and I fashioned a sort of ladder out of a short rope, much to the amusement of the others (see it helps to have a
couple of old gits who are use to improvising on these sorts of trips.)  Armed with all this cutting edge
technology and trusting me with the life line Mike started up the climb.

With much grunting and a fair bit of cursing steady progress was made and as usual on these sort of things the
route was diagonal instead of straight up, following the best rock. After just under two hours Mike reached the
ledge and he was still alive. He then sat on the ledge for a bit of a breather, while we released our secret weapon
to give him a hand to finish the climb. Was it Juddy?  No of course not.  Kev sprang into action and shot up the
rope to join Mike back on the ledge.  They climbed the next bit easily. Kev was thrust to the front to lead the last
bit up a large bulge, up the dry stone wall some 15 metres off the deck and through a bush. How easy was that?
Again a few expletives were uttered, but our heroes triumphed and what did they find? You’ve guessed it a rock
shelter, but what a view!!  The pitch was duly de-rigged and we all departed to the village. One thing, while Mike
was putting up the route, we must have been joined by about 20 of the locals including one of the council.

That evening it had been arranged for us to visit the local monastery. This was an imposing white building and
as so often happens in Greece it was built into a cliff face a good distance above the road.  However, as luck
would have it a service road had been put in to the monastery in the not too distant past.  We were very lucky
to get this opportunity.  The monastery is only normally open twice a year, once in August and once in October.
Even though the road arrived close to the monastery we still had to climb a good few steps to reach the gates.
As you would expect the building was very simple and quite Spartan, but when it was inhabited quite
comfortable. There were even 5 or 6 guest rooms with stunning views across the valley below. We went into one
room which may have been the Priors and adorning the walls were various letters and papers, some dating back
over 200 years. Can you imagine them still being there in England?  We were then allowed into the actual church
and what a room it was.  The decoration was stunning; the entire room was covered from floor to ceiling with
various religious scenes.

That evening we put on a slide show and lecture for the people of the village about the exploration that had been
carried out in the area. This was happening in the pub. Was there the interest you may well ask?  Well three other
divers from the exploration team arrived from Athens especially for the evening: they were Yan, a Dutch man
living in Greece whom we had met the previous year, plus Yannis and Giorgio.  What about the local people?
I reckon there were around about 200 locals ranging in age from early teens to the more senior members of the
community including several councillors in the room. Vassilis and the others took it in turns to give an overview
of the activities and then all the sites were explained in quite some detail with pictures and video to help.  While
the lecture was going on you could hear a pin drop. Thank goodness we were not asked to contribute as our
Greek is non existent. Dinner was very late that evening.

Our last day on site dawned. Mike was taking Kev on the circular dive in Sintzi, again the biggest dive Kev had
ever done. Andy was determined to spend the day horizontal because he had had so much exercise in the last
week. Pete and I were off with Vassilis and Costas. After the lecture last night one of the local farmers told one
of the restaurant owners that he had a cave in his farm yard so, we were going to meet him at Sintzi and he would
take us to the farm in his van. Now that was an adventure! Vassilis had the captain’s seat in the front.  Costas,
Pete and I were bouncing around in the back like balls and the more we bounced the faster this guy went as he
thought it was very funny to see us flying through the air in the back of his van. We all arrived safely, just, to
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be met by the farmer. There was a hole in the corner of his yard. Not very big or deep and what he’d been
throwing down it for the last god knows how many years you really don’t want to know. We looked interested
prodded it with a stick and then I guess Vassilis and Costas started talking to the farmer about the weather.  After
a few minutes we piled back into the van and had a repeat of the death ride back down the hill. On arriving back
at Sintzi there were a few phone calls made and we were all of a sudden off again. Another of the local farmers
knew where an open entrance was on the side of a hill a couple of kilometres up the valley. We stopped at the
prearranged stop and were met by a couple of blokes, one of them in carpet slippers. A bit of a chat and we were
off up the side of this hill in the heat of the day - even in early April it must have been in the high twenties that
day. The chap was going up the hill faster in his slippers than I was in my boots. Any way we looked and looked.
As I have mentioned before the terrain on these lower hills in very thickly vegetated and everything pricks you.
It took an hour or so, but eventually the two local blokes found the cave. The only problem was that the rest of
us were all over the side of the hill, apart from the dwarf.  For some reason, I suppose only known to himself,
he was now on a different hill!!  The cave consisted of a climb down a few metres of passage, maybe 6-8 metres,
and it ended in a well decorated chamber. I know this because I was told by Costas and Vassilis. They had had
the sense to stay near the locals. When I eventually found them at the entrance I really could not be bothered to
look.

We arrived back to find Mike and Kev returned from the dive and Andy still kipping on the park bench,
dreaming of other park benches. This being our last day on site it was time to return to the house clean and pack
up ready to return to Athens that evening. It never ceases to amaze me just how much kit you can pile into cars.
(We had 7 of us in three cars.  Giorgos had returned to help us get all the stuff and us back to Athens.)  We had
an uneventful return trip to Athens. That night we were staying at Speleo’s HQ.  The same place that we stayed
last year. We met up with some of our old friends from last August’s trip to Peleta had a good meal and several
drinks, (well quite a lot actually) and went to bed a little after 5 am. Well Pete and I did. Those with more
stamina went on to a dodgy club, but that is another story, right Kev? 

The following day we dossed around, went up into town for a bit of retail therapy then caught our flight home.
The end of another great trip in Greece.  We all hope there will be more to come.

Again we would all like to thank the members of Speleo based in Athens for inviting us to help on the trip, doing
all the organisation and arranging the permissions. We know that if it wasn’t for them we would not have the
pleasure of caving in Greece.

In summary, Sintzi is a major resurgence that never seems to dry up, even in the hottest years as I have said the
diving is on a par with anything I have previously done. It seems as though it will hit horizontal development
at a depth of between 100 and 130 metres which will seriously hamper exploration bearing in mind the Greek
team have already done some sterling work to push it to a depth of 96 metres. Looking at the surrounding area
it would not surprise us to see several ways on develop when horizontal passage it found. We think that the
predominately Northern orientation as is at the moment may not necessarily be the main development. Again
looking at the surrounding area, the possibility of we think major easterly development is high. 

Of  the three caves that were looked at during our time, two of them are defiantly in the Sintzi catchment area
and one is possibly not. The vertical cave of Arkoudogiannis is still going and at over 700 metres higher than
Sintzi and 1.5 km away obviously has a very good potential.

The one thing that interests me the most is Nestani sink. It has a huge catchment area and I believe a proven sink

Y resurgence distance of some 26 kilometres. That’s a HUGE distance and at the moment only about 150 - 200
metres of cave is known: what is the potential .......100 kilometres ??

There is still a lot of work to be done in Greece as a whole our couple of trips have not even scratched the
surface, but I think all of us who have caved with SPELEO have been bitten well and truly by the potential and
the enjoyment of Greek caving.
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AND STILL THE DWARF DOES SNORE !!!

Stop Press:  We have just heard 24/07/07 that the Greek team have pushed Sintzi to a depth of – 120 metres.

No more SRT (Sweaty Rope Technique) ?
For those thinking in terms of devices with wheels, made by Blacksmiths and driven by steam...... 

A device called PowerQuick has been developed by Quoin International in Nevada, USA (where else?).
Designed to allow Marines to scale buildings, a rope fitted with a grappling hook is fired to the top of the edifice
with a harpoon gun.  Once anchored, the PowerQuick is attached to the rope and the climber via a harness.
Squeezing a lever will transport the soldier to the top of the rope. It can lift 145kg at 1m/s, and is battery-
powered.  A series of wheels and cogs pulls the rope through the device, and one charge allows a total ascent
of 250m.  Letting go of the lever automatically brings the PowerQuick to a halt; it can also be used for a slow
descent. Plans are underway for a smaller version, to lift 100kg at 3m/s.  A small engine burning chemical fuel
could produce more power for a faster climb, up to 33m, though the fuel pack could be replaced in seconds.
The PowerQuick is being marketed by Bonanza Products (Carson City, Nevada. POA).
This seems an ideal invention for easing the strain of those long SRT ascents, though surprisingly, there does
not seem to have been any mention of it in NSS News.  (Ref: New Scientist 27  August 2005. p. 24).th

Saturday June 2 2007 Goughs Mike Thomas, Jon Beale, Malc Foyle.
All gear into Lloyd Hall on Friday evening. MT checked the line to Bishop’s Palace, which was  found to be OK
after some work. JB anf MF followed and MT’s kit was then moved to sump 2 and MT dived to Shepherds
Crook also checking lines. A bit of fun was had uncovering the line in the Thon Thirog ????!!! the deep point
of sump 2. With thanks to C. Castle, Fiona, Geoff, Stu, for the carry and to Charlie for getting lost in the show
cave Signed???

Sunday June 3 2007 Swildons. Shatter Series. Stu, Fiona, Clarie.
My first trip into Shatter Series. Interesting swing off onto the ladder at Shatter Pot; thank goodness for lifelines!
Not at all what I expected: lots of smooth wormy mud passages which were a joy to slide down.and which made
me and Fiona laugh a lot as we went up on our backs like overturned Woodlice (lots of waggling legs, little
achievement) on the return. 
Rather an interesting duck - rose to the ceiling - mild panic as the water goes over your face on the way in, more
panic on the way out (thank goodness for Stu to pull you through). 2  duck was sumped so we decided thatnd

bailing wasn’t worth it and headed out. Great trip on a lovely day. Clarie

Thursday June 7 2007 Swildons. Rolling Thunder Jude, Stu and Adrian. 
2 skips of gravel removed, one 750mm hole drilled ready for next time. 

Undated.  Charterhouse Cave Pete Hahn & Nigel Graham.
4 BDH of gravel dragged in. One bucket of cement used and a couple of blocks to a large rock. Slight draught,
but very cold. Pete

Saturday June 23 2007  Goughs Cave Evening Trip Cast of thousands.......

I'd never been there before so found it to be a really fascinating place. Very impressive fossil river passages and
neat bit of cheese storage. Some bits were quite surreal such as the 'pretties' and 'stal pools' that were banked up
on the side of the showcave passages but right near the end of the showcave section were some truly beautiful
stal flows.
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The Adventure Caving section was a bit of fun and I think we gave Andy Sparrow's lass, Rachel a bit of a shock.
She was taking some customers across the death-defying traverse of doom when a few cavers popped up out of
nowhere on the opposite side of the rift. Apparently Chris C had forgotten to tell her about our visit!

Watched Simon play the prussiking with a barrel of concrete game for a while before getting bored with that then
headed off as really wanted to visit Lloyd Hall. Lloyd Hall is impressive, as is the posh winching / abseiling /
viewing gallery that the divers have recently spent some time re-constructing. Not so sure about the ancient
traverse line and rotten bolt round to the dive platform though. We made a rapid, buttered cat movement round
this as didn't fancy a proper dunking.  All out, thoroughly muddy and unfortunately didn't have time to detour
passed Dire Straits as would have been good to see that too.

A big thanks to Chris Castle for arranging and we hope you had clean handrails in the morning. Emsy

Around the first week of July   Day Three; Little Crapnell and Honeymead. Dave Murphy, Cookie, Root, Les
“Or Breaking the limit ........”

Stayed over at the Wessex and woke up a little tired but ready for the second Saturday Wessex outing, fuelled
only by a cup of tea after only having had one small meal yesterday (Note;this isn't an excuse because I didn't
back out, almost though) we descended into Little Crapnell, which quickly stopped being a cave and started
becoming a challenge. Now I am not ashamed to admit I almost met my match in there, I deal in absolutes and
so if I decide to do something I will go at it 100% and the same is true if I decide against doing it. We came to
an extremely tight looking squeeze that was half filled with water and clamped my shoulders the minute I tried
to get in, I was already worried after descending and finding what looked suspiciously like a spray bottle of
Febreeze on the wall (I interpreted this as a F%*^&*g big hint that there was bad air coming up) and so I was
starting to get worried and backed away for a rethink. Cookie factored heavily in the rethink and (fair play to the
guy) talked me through it. When I got through I realized how restrictive my imagination could be in these
instances and was glad I did it, I sat there and relaxed while a few of the others went on ahead .....there was a
slight mix up with time keeping- apparently Cookie time works like this; Estimated time X five + 30
minutes=give or take two hours. Said mix up found me negotiating that squeeze solo (was proud of this) and
rushing to find Root who was near the surface and had in fact turned into Les...who having finally got out of bed
decided to join us but didn't fancy the squeeze. Anyhow I needn't have worried as the Cookie time-keeping thing
was explained to me and chances are no-one was dead in a tube full of bad air (like I had imagined) , and sure
enough we all got out ok in the end.

Honeymead next, more of the same...more crippling squeezes, squalor and some interesting freeclimbs.
Preparation was the key and so we had 3 ladders ready to go (the alleged requirement for this place) we did the
first two freeclimbs with ease and in fact it turns out that these were the first two ladder pitches, nevermind. We
got to a fairly tight squeeze and bottlenecked whilst waiting for a certain caver to negotiate it, all Root and myself
could hear at the back was a great deal of swearing and scrabbling and so the longer this continued (it went on
for a long time) the whiter we became, until we were both scrabbling for the exit like bats out of hell. Upon being
persuaded to come back and look I realized it wasn't that bad after all and so we headed through and rigged the
final ladder pitch (this one was a little too high for the freeclimb). I went down it and had a quick look through
the crawl at the bottom before both Les and myself decided it was time to head topside. The others weren't far
behind us and we were out in no time. Getting changed was interesting and a quiet car crept up whilst I was
completely naked and it was packed with people, whilst we were laughing over this the same thing happened
to Les. Whilst driving home I actually had a laughing fit when I recalled these things.

It was an amazing three days and upon reflection I guess I am still pretty new to this caving thing, although there
were moments today that caused a little concern I still pushed myself and I still did every obstacle that I came
to, mental progression was what I got out of today and all the bruises and scrapes that came with it are the badges
of honour I worked hard for and proudly display. Big thanks to Cookie and Les, another two superb trips with
the Wessex. Dave
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Saturday July 7 2007 Giants Hole  DaveMason, Jon Mason, Jerry Beeston, Mark Adams, Andy Jackson, Reece
Wickham. Dave Murphy.

Got to the cave to find the stream running well! Garlands pot was quite spectacular and we all got a soaking! The
crabwalk then went on for miles with much banter and we decided that the walls looked like tripe in place's.
Finally climbed out of the streamway and made our way to the windpipe to find it easily passible. We did take
a wrong turn at one point resulting in a double back.
We then emerged at the top of the crabwalk. Dave decided he was going to make use of the bolts as he's a big
scaredy cat when it comes to heights with no ropes and gets acute attacks of "Disco knee" as its become known
so abseiled back into the crabwalk! The others traversed across the top and all then met back at the base of
Garlands Pot just in time to see Walrus decend via SRT and land flat on his back in the water (very funny!).

Later we made the most of the fine evening,  rigged the bolts on the side of the cottage wall and gave both Reece
and Jon their first SRT lessons. Dave Murphy.

Saturday July 7 2007 Giants Hole  DaveMason, Jon Mason, Jerry Beeston, Mark Adams, Andy Jackson, Reece
Wickham. Dave Murphy

In we went with SRT gear, it was a little wetter then I had experienced before, Garlands Pot was roaring we
found the ladder and life line that the other WCC group had used. I rigged the pitch and dropped down to demo
how to do it and to prove it was safe. Known now known as Super Known dropped down fairly quickly, the other
WCC group turned up and watched as Walrus dropped down perfectly only to get full use of the rope and get
rather wet at the bottom, we all laughed, it was Walrus' second wet pitch EVER so he did good. Said bye to the
other group and I scampered off to the crabwalk to dump SRT gear and we duly headed off down the
crabwalk......more crabwalk....I remember why its not my fav. cave now... More crabwalk, I reached the point
that stopped me last time, I breath in and pass it!!! Feck me I passed it  Very Happy..... not! Oooooo its tight but
I breath in and pass it! Whoo hooo... anyway.  Known didn’t even notice it so he checked ahead at the Vice while
Walrus waited and I climbed up and about a bit and Known reports he reached the Vice so we decided to head
back. More bloody crabwalk. We return to were our SRT gear is dumped I climbing in my kit as Walrus and
Known explore the upper area I munch a snickers (marathon to some of you) and volunteer to hold the rope for
Super Known as he shimmys up the rope like a ferret type person. Walrus's turn and up he climbs, a slight
interesting few mins at the top but hes good he made it. Nobody died today Very Happy Using my new pantin

I ZOOM up like a demented rope climbing ninja hamster on speed
and derig as Walrus and Known run away to leave me with all the
work.  Just kidding. De rigged and walked out happy that I know
I have slimmed down and improved in the time since I had last
visited. Dave Mason

Friday July 27 2007 Dolly Tubs / Alum  Mak, Jo, (Yes Jo went
Caving !!!)  Emsy.

The lane was packed with minibuses full of adventure cavers off
to do Long Churns. We did the split pitch route down Dolly Tubs
(NB not as shown in CNC rigging guide) so avoided most of them.
There was a lot of water dropping down the main shaft so this was
an impressive sight, and with the broken cloud racing past the sun
above we were treated to our very own disco light show. Ems
rigged the greasy slab, traverse and bridge, I then rigged the main
hang from underneath the bridge, this avoids the water and
provides the best hang with the best views of the shaft. The final
pitch was wet as the traverse out to it was under one of the
waterfalls. The amount of water coming down Diccan was trulyDolly Tubs split pitch. Photo: Mak
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awesome, and there was foam a good 15ft up the walls above the sump. After a snack we decided to run away
and we were all out in time for tea and cake in Ingleton. Mak.

Saturday July 28 2007   Lancaster Hole Mak + CPC Mob

Saturday was the day of the CPC Lancaster meet, I was tagging along as a guest, there were meant to be two
leaders for a Lancaster Top Sink exchange but only Bucket turned up, and given the water levels it was decided
to do a top level Lancaster to Wretched rabbit trip. There were 9 of us in total, Jo didn't go caving this day and
went mountain biking instead. The fixed handline down through the boulders behind Fall pot was new to me,
as previous time I had done the top level traverse was when the iron ladders were in place. Stake pot was
similarly rigged with a fixed line. It must be something to do with the recent wet weather as the mud in this
section of cave was wetter and slippier than I recall. The trip on through the minaries and out Wretched rabbit
went off without any hitches, the craven were a good bunch to cave with and Bucket was a mine of information
on the cave and its early exploration. We all walked back down the beck to Link pot and then up and over to
Lancaster to recover the ropes. As an aside I think that a walk up the full length of the beck would make a good
walk for an interesting cave related yet non-caving day. When we got to Lancaster hole we were surprised to see
three other ropes down the entrance, this spaghetti of ropes meant it took us over half an hour to haul up tackle
and de-rig untangling as it went - not a problem for the rest of us sitting in the sun!! Mak

There are rumours that Phil has offset some Templeton costs by leasing it for military purposes, but photographic
evidence cannot be reproduced in this journal for security reasons. At least two club members have visited
Padirac in France recently (widely believed to be the inspiration for Templeton) to see what else the Templeton
mafia might do to attract a paying public. Watch this space........
The PSM saw members and guests acquiring battle-scars galore, but Cookie pre-empted the trip with a fine car
door own-goal to the eyebrow. In France Brian Hansford chose to practice his cart-wheel technique on the Lapiaz
(showing off to Nigel Taylor and Carmen) and got it all wrong, which gave his audience a chance to practice
their first-aid skills and gave him an  off-all-caving excuse for the next fortnight. Nigel(Our-tame-TA-thug) went
for a forearm chop and found that French Limestone is a lot tougher than he is. Jerome (Soon-to-be-a-member)
dented his reputation for fast caving when he discovered that avoirdupoids down is more helpful than up...... and
extended his exit time up the ropes by some 45 minutes more than anyone else. A guest visiting the Verna
remarked that the original explorers would have found it easier to
explore and survey if they’d had a GPS with them......This guest being
an ex-RAF Navigator lady. Good Grief, but maybe that’s why Leg went
round in circles in the Salle Loubens? Dark as it was, he couldn’t see
Polaris and keep his direction?? Or something....

A SUNDAY EXCURSION  - The Mole Hole. Burrington. 

Sometime during August, a hole opened up in a flat field on Lower
Ellick Farm at Burrington, when a tractor wheel sank into the ground.
According to reports from the farmer (Mr. Lovell), the bottom could not
be seen.
On Sunday 19  August, a team comprising Brian and Brenda Prewer,th

Brian Pitman, Steve Scott, Barry Wilkinson, Roger Robinson and yours
truly went to the site.  There was a certain amount of geographical
confusion (the track on the right depends on which direction along the

Mole Hole. Burrington
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B3134 you are travelling), we drove into the field just in time to be met by Richard Carey.
The site was easily identified by the fencing stake and baler twine cordon, and the farmer was right – the bottom
could not be seen!  The collapse lay close to a long line of molehills, so it was promptly named Mole Hole.  For
some reason, no-one apart from Barry and myself had brought any kit, but as we had heart conditions and were
deemed expendible, we were forced to get ready and descend.  Two ladders were belayed to Mr. Pitman’s Land
Rover, and Barry, as senior geriatric, was sent down first, belayed by Brian.
The 1.5m hole had overhanging turf, and the first 3m were in loose soil and rock, some of which Barry gardened
down the hole, but leaving enough to
provide a sense of impending doom.  He
continued down past the bottom of the
funnel, into a narrow rift, hading at about
10  to the west.  He landed at 10m on ao

pile of soft earth and stone, and ducked
into an enlargement to the north.  This was
just as well, as when I descended, I
dislodged quite a few rocks and some
more soil.  As I entered the rift, I could see
that the narrow part of the rift to the north
was packed with small stones.  At the
bottom, we saw a narrow too-tight
extension to the south, which did not look
promising.  However, to the north, ducking
under a large suspended boulder led us
into a 1.5m wide part of the rift, which was
roofed about 3m up with loosely-jammed
boulders.  Not very confidence-inspiring.
The passage was almost 8m long,
narrowing to end in a calcite vein with traces of yellow ochre.  It had obviously been mined, as there were pick
marks on the west wall.  Just as the chamber was entered, there was a small rectangular socket picked out of the
rock, and almost opposite, a cup-shaped socket.  These were clearly intended to take a stemple, though there was
no sign of it, not any artifact except for a lump of charcoal.  Away from the entrance shaft, the floor was of loose
stone, so probably the passage was deeper at one time.  Photographs were taken, and we exited, bringing down
more debris on the way.
The field is flat, and slightly elevated above the Burrington road.  There was no previous indication that a shaft
might exist, or of any others in the vicinity. Lead was mined on Burrington Ham and in the Coombe, but the only
mineral we noticed was ochre.  As we left, we met the farmers daughters partner, and suggested that the site be
filled as of no great interest  though with care, as it was possible that should the roof of the chamber collapse,
it might cause more problems with vehicles sinking on the surface.
With a job well done, the party dispersed, leaving Barry and I to drink to our continued existence in the Hunters
Phil

I was going to write about Tetanus, but so far as I know, nobody in the club has ever had it. I am, of course, 50
years adrift of current events, but I have contacts on the other side, and I feel an aura of breaking bones.... ribs
actually.... but I may not be quite up-to-date. Bones are (a) hard and (b) painful to break, so it takes two attributes
to break one deliberately and slowly. The requirements are a small brain and considerable courage. Cavers,
therefore are extremely vulnerable, but even they tend to limit their choice of bones to the ribs (climbers prefer
to break their fingers, hand-jamming). So what is it with ribs that makes them so attractive to the masochistically
self-destructive? Well there are lots of ribs, but none are actually spare, in either sex, whatever the claims of
militant feminists. Specifically you should have 12, but 11 or 13 are OK. The top 7, anyway, are connected front

Barry Wilkinson in Mole Hole   Photo: Phil Hendy
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and back. The rest are floaters. In between them are bits of muscle called intercostal. When you’re young and
sensible this whole chest caboodle is nice and flexible. So you can free dive without it all imploding, for
example, or squash it through squeezes, or even Squeeze Machines.  As you get older, your brain gets like your
ribs - ossified - and your ribs get like you, stiff and inflexible. This is a potent combination, ideal, in fact, to
verify that it is possible to break ribs in squeezes. There are genetic factors, too. It helps if your name is Ian or
Alan. Luckily broken ribs don’t stick out of your chest or into your lungs, but they do hurt like hell - laughing
is no laughing matter - and even more if you try and go back through the same squeeze. The bad news is that you
can’t splint them (chest in a plaster cast, anyone?). The good news is that you don’t have to; the other ribs do
the job for you. The good news is also that they heal just fine. The bad news is..... eventually, which means 6
weeks or so.  If you really must break something underground I would recommend wind, in the Drainpipe - on
the way out.   

As at 19 August 2007
B.C.R.A. ‘Speleology’ #9 Apr 07
Chelsea Speleological Society N/L 49, 6,7 (June, July 07)
Craven Pothole Club ‘Record’. 87 (July 2007)
Grosvenor C.C. N/L 139 (Apr/May 2007)
MCG N/L 338 – 343 (Dec 06 – Jun 07)
MNRC N/L 113 (Summer 07)

China – Beneath the Wall (G. Newman) DVD
Mendip Underground (Jarratt and Irwin).  Replacement for copy taken from Library £14.  Guide books
MUST NOT be removed from Upper Pitts                          

Wessex Cave Club outing. Shute Shelve Cavern.   Photo: Phil Hendy
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You are invited to participate in the first ever Swildon’s Boat Race
on Saturday 6th October 2007 to commemorate the new Wessex
publication wildon’s Hole – One Hundred Years of Exploration.
This event will be run on similar lines to the 2002 Duck Race.  The
start will be at the entrance blockhouse and the winning boat will be
the first vessel to cross the finishing line at the end of the Water
Chamber.  Please provide your own “mini” boat, which must be
capable of passing through the entrance pipe.  Your boat can be
entered on an individual, joint or family basis.  There will be a
special prize for the best homemade entry.   Please make sure that the

name of your boat is written clearly on her bow.  The Wet Way will be out of bounds and any
cheating or acts of piracy will be severely punished by walking the plank or cat-o’-nine-tails. 
It is suggested that cavers make their way to the Water Chamber via the Short Dry Way, but
I am looking for a couple of volunteer sweepers to follow the fleet to ensure that boats do not
capsize or run aground on any boulders or reefs.  Lashings of the Wessex Cave Club speciality
grog (ginger beer) will be served while we await the flotilla’s arrival.  After the race there will
be the opportunity for those who wish to celebrate 100 (actually 106) years of exploration in
Swildon’s Hole by descending the Forty on rope ladder – hopefully pre 1968 Great Flood.

At 6.45pm rations will be served at the Captain’s Table Upper Pitts, followed by a skittles match at the New Inn.
Dress Code (optional) – something nautical or historical
Start Time – 2.00pm on the Green.
Entry Fees to also include food:  Adults £4.00 or four pieces of gold.   Children £2.00  Children under 10 – free

Tickets must be purchased in advance from Ali Moody, Fountain Cottage, Priddy, BA5 3BE. 01749 870006
aadmoody@talk21.com
Please indicate if you are vegetarian:      Closing Date  - 22  Septembernd
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Emsy rigging the slab bridge in Alum Pot.   Photo: Mak
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